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Abstract. Two examples of randomization inference with an instrumental
variable are presented, one concerning a randomized clinical trial with imper-
fect compliance, the other concerning the economic returns to education with
a weak instrument. Examples are from two articles: Greevy, R., Silber, J.,
Cnaan, A., Rosenbaum, P. R. (2004) Randomization inference with imperfect
compliance in the ACE-inhibitor after anthracycline randomized trial. Jour-
nal of the American Statistical Association, 99: 7-15. and Imbens, G. and
Rosenbaum, P. R. (2005) Robust, accurate con�dence intervals with a weak
instrument: Quarter of birth and education. Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society, A, 168, Part 1, to appear.

1. Notation and Review

1.1. Strata or Matched Sets. S strata de�ned by pretreatment covariates, s =
1; : : : ; S, with ns subjects in stratum s, and N =

P
ns. Write Zsi = 1 if the ith

subject in stratum s is treated, Zsi = 0 if control. There are ms =
Pns

i=1 Zsi
treated subjects in stratum s. Matched pairs is the special case with ns = 2,
ms = 1 for s = 1; : : : ; S. When S = 1, drop s subscript, writing n, Zi, etc.

1.2. Randomization. 
 is the set of the K =
QS
s=1

�
ns
ms

�
possible values z of

the N�dimensional treatment assignment Z = (Z11; Z12; : : : ; ZS;nS )
T with ms =Pns

i=1 zsi for s = 1; : : : ; S. Randomization: Z picked at random from 
, that is,
Pr (Z = z) = 1

K for each z 2 
.

1.3. Treatment E¤ects. Subjects observed for K time periods, k = 1; : : : ;K,
but data for later periods are often missing due to later entry of the subject into
the trial and analysis of all data at a particular date. Under treatment, Zsi = 1,
person i in stratum s would have responses yTsi1, . . . , yTsiK , and under control,
Zsi = 0, responses yCsi1, . . . , yCsiK ; eg Neyman (1923), Rubin (1974). Observed
response from this person is Ysi1, . . . , YsiK where Ysik = Zsi yTsik+(1� Zsi) yCsik
if this person is observed for k periods and is missing otherwise. In randomization
inference, quantities that depend on the random assignment Zsi of treatments, such
as Ysik, are random variables, but quantities that do not depend on Zsi, such as
yTsik or yCsik are �xed aspects of the �nite population of N subjects.
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1.4. Randomization Test of No E¤ect . Null hypothesis of no treatment e¤ect
is: H0 : yTsi1 = yCsi1, . . . , yTsiK = yCsiK for all s; i. Wei and Lachin (1984) pro-
posed an extension of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test based on pairs of subjects,
si and sj at each time k:

Usijk = 1 if Ysik > Ysjk

= �1 if Ysik < Ysjk
= 0 if Ysik = Ysjk or if either is missing;

so that Tsk =
PI

i=1

PI
j=1 Zsi (1� Zsj)Usijk. If H0 were true, Ysik = yTsik = yCsik

is �xed under H0, so Usijk is also �xed under H0. The Wei and Lachin statistic
is T =

P
s

P
k Tsk, which is the usual Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon statistic if S =

K = 1. T can be written as a linear rank statistic, so that the null randomization
distribution of T is derived from strati�ed sampling of �xed scores from a �nite
population.

1.5. Intent-to-Treat Analysis. Inference about a typical e¤ect ignoring doses
received. Eg, under the model of an additive e¤ect,

(1.1) yTsik = yCsik + � ;

if H0 : � = �0 were true, then the adjusted responses satisfy Ysik � �0Zsi would
equal yCsik, so the test in §1.4 may be inverted to yield con�dence intervals and
Hodges-Lehmann point estimates for � . Only the randomization distribution,
Pr (Z = z) = 1

K , and the hypothesis being tested, H0 : � = �0 in (1.1), are used
as the basis for inference. The concern is this is not the e¤ect of taking the drug,
but rather the e¤ect of being encouraged to take it. The e¤ect of the drug is not
likely to be realized if the drug is not consumed, so (1.1) is not a plausible family
of hypotheses when there is noncompliance.

2. Randomization Inference with an Instrumental Variable

2.1. Doses. With noncompliance, the doses actually received are outcomes of the
randomly assigned encouragement to take enalapril or placebo. Under treat-
ment, Zsi = 1, person i in stratum s would have doses of enalapril dTsi1, . . . ,
dTsiK , and under control, Zsi = 0, doses dCsi1, . . . , dCsiK . In AAA, dCsi1 =
: : : = dCsiK = 0, but this is not essential to the argument, and is not true in
the second example. Observed dose from this person is Dsi1, . . . , DsiK where
Dsik = Zsi dTsik + (1� Zsi) dCsik if this person is observed for k periods and is
missing otherwise.

2.2. Hypothesis: E¤ect Proportional to Change in Dose. In IV , the family
of hypotheses (1.1) is replaced by the family

(2.1) yTsik � yCsik = � (dTsik � dCsik)

which asserts that the e¤ect is proportional to the change in dose. Note that the
exclusion restriction is satis�ed: treatment assignment Zsi matters for response only
indirectly by in�uencing dose. Notice that compliance may be severely nonrandom
in ways that are directly relevant to response; e.g., dTsik � dCsik and yCsik may be
strongly correlated.
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2.3. IV. If the hypothesis H0 : � = �0 in (2.1) were true, then:

Ysik � �0Dsik = yTsik � � dTsik if Zsi = 1
= yCsik � � dCsik if Zsi = 0
= asik; say,

is �xed, not varying with Zsi. Invert the test of §1.4 applied to the adjusted
responses, Ysik � �0Dsik, to build con�dence intervals and Hodges-Lehmann esti-
mates for �. As in §1.5, only the randomization distribution, Pr (Z = z) = 1

K , and
the hypothesis being tested, H0 : � = �0 in (2.1), are used as the basis for inference.
Notice that the two tests agree exactly about whether the null hypothesis of no treat-
ment e¤ect is plausible, returning the same signi�cance level. However, the family
of hypotheses (2.1) is a more plausible family than the family (1.1) when there is
imperfect compliance, because the former says that a medication not consumed will
not have its biological e¤ects.

3. Conclusions

3.1. Noncompliance in Randomized Trials. In randomized trials, IV per-
mits inferences in which randomization forms the �reasoned basis for inference�
in Fisher�s phrase, so that only the randomization distribution, Pr (Z = z) = 1

K ,
and the hypothesis being tested are used; however, IV permits a family of hypothe-
ses in which medications have biological e¤ects only if they are consumed. The IV
test and the intent-to-treat test agree exactly about whether the null hypothesis of
no e¤ect is plausible.

3.2. Weak Instruments. The standard method, two-stage-least-squares (2SLS),
works poorly with weak instruments. Two problems: (i) a weak instrument may or
may not provide limited information, and (ii) 2SLS can exaggerate the information
provided, yielding con�dence intervals that cover at much less than their nominal
rate. Randomization inference �xes problem (ii), thereby clarifying problem (i).
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